
DSI8 Diversity and 

Stereotypes

ACTIVITY CARDS 



BALLET 



A beautiful dancer who 
is wearing a ballet 

costume and pointe 
shoes.



A person who practices 
ballet. Both females 

and males can practice 
ballet.



FIRE FIGHTING



Fire is extinguished by  
strong and brave 

firemen.



Fire fighting is the act of attempting to 
prevent the spread of and extinguish 

significant unwanted fires. The person 
who extinguishes fires is called a 

firefighter and can be either a man or 
a woman.



FARMER



Sunburned, tired, 
unhappy, not gaining 

enough money, working 
very hard all the time



A person who is engaged 
in agriculture, raising 

living organisms for food 
or raw materials.



BOXER FIGHTER



Strong big sized man 
who punches the 

opponent



An athlete (man or woman) who
plays boxing - a combat sport in 

which two people, usually wearing 
protective gloves, throw punches 
at each other for a predetermined 
amount of time in a boxing ring. 



AFRICANS



Colored people, poor



Inhabitants who live in the 
Continent of Africa. Africa hosts a 

large diversity of ethnicities 
(including Africans [majority], 

Arabs, European ancestors 
[minority]), cultures and 

languages. 



HOUSEHOLD 
CHORES



Chores traditionally 
done by housewives 



House tasks that can be 
implemented by members of 
the family (men, women and 

children) and include cleaning, 
washing clothes/dishes, 

ironing, cooking, etc. 



RELIGION



Christianity, God, 
Jesus, Church, Priest



Major religions in the world include 
Islam, Buddhism, Judaism, Hinduism 

and Christianity. Every religion 
“believes” in a certain, ultimate deity. 
There is also a large percentage of the 
population who are unaffiliated with 

any religion.



KITCHEN TOY SET



A good option of a toy for 
a girl to play. She can 

actually adopt the role of 
“cook” at an early age. 



A good option of a toy for a 
child to play. Children can 
become familiar with food 

products and kitchen appliances 
in a funny, creative and safe 

way.



PEOPLE WITH 
DISSABILITIES



People that could have: 

- a physical disability which does not 
allow them to walk properly; hence the 

cannot play as everyone else

- AND

- a mental disability which does not allow 
them to communicate as everyone else



People who have long-term physical, 
mental, intellectual or sensory 
impairments - generally called 

disabilities - can be educated, play, 
work and become active citizens, just 

like everyone else.


